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Abstract— With the ever growing internet and interconnection among everything, the need for security is a demand of the time. Internet of 
things (IOT) which connects every object or device with networking capabilities is an area of great concern related to security. Objects 
include home automation sensors, medical equipments, vehicular sensors, nuclear reactors and any life critical real time sensing devices . 
This means that lack of security in IOT can pose a risk to human lives. IOT comprises of many heterogeneous devices which use diverse 
protocols. Each protocol follows different access mechanisms and security measures. But a unified security mechanism is still not in place 
in IOT. Conventional security approaches like Intrusion Detection and Prevention Systems (IDPS), Firewall are deployed at internet edge 
devices to protect from external attacks. But in case of IOT which is seamless and borderless network access control become more 
difficult. In this paper, we discuss the current state of IOT, security challenges in IOT. We describe the need for SDN and its evolution. 
Further we analyze architecture of IOT based on SDN. Finally a security framework has been proposed based on SDN-IOT architecture.  

 

——————————      —————————— 

1 Introduction                                                                     

  With the ever growing internet and interconnection among 
everything, the need for security is a demand of the time. 
Internet of things (IOT) which connects every object or 

device with networking capabilities is an area of great 
concern related to security. Objects include home automation 
sensors, medical equipments, vehicular sensors, nuclear 
reactors and any life critical real time sensing devices . This 
means that lack of security in IOT can pose a risk to human 
lives.  
IOT comprises of many heterogeneous devices which use 
diverse protocols. Each protocol follows different access 
mechanisms and security measures. But a unified security 
mechanism is still not in place in IOT.  
Conventional security approaches like Intrusion Detection 
and Prevention Systems (IDPS), Firewall are deployed at 
internet edge devices to protect from external attacks. But in 
case of IOT which is seamless and borderless network access 
control become more difficult.  
Software Defined Networking (SDN) which is the new 
intelligent networking paradigm provides opportunities to 
solve issues related to IOT. By applying SDN network 
configuration and management can be simplified 
significantly. Industries wide acceptance for SDN shows that 
SDN can establish a tighter connection within the ecosystem 
of IOT.  
In this paper, we discuss the current state of IOT, security 
challenges in IOT. We describe the need for SDN and its 
evolution. Further we analyze architecture of IOT based on 
SDN. Finally a security framework has been proposed based 
on SDN-IOT architecture.  

II. INTERNET OF THINGS (IOT)  
A formal definition of IOT is given “A world where physical 
objects are seamlessly integrated into the information 
network and where the physical objects can become active 
participants in business process.” as per. Things can vary 

from physical objects to virtual objects which can be uniquely 
identified and connected via Internet. IOT consist of broad 
interconnection of several heterogeneous networks like 
wired, wireless, adhoc etc, each comprising of heterogeneous 
devices and environment, protocols employed by them for 
connectivity.  
  
IOT structure can be broadly divided into 3 layers:  
 

     Perseption layer is responsible for sensing and collecting the 
data from the physical world and human worlds in IOT. 
Because of this functionality, it forms the core layer of the 
Internet of things. Things identification and intelligent 
acquisition is the main functionality. RFID devices, sensor 
devices, GPS, camera enabled devices comprises the 
perception layer.  

     Network layer is responsible for information exchange and 
data transfer.  

    Application layer provides human-machine interface and 
information processing layer. Currently, M2M (Man to 
Machine) is the most commonly used application form of the 
Internet of things.   

  

A. Current State of IOT  
  

To make IOT feasible, a reliable adaptation to the common 
protocols used in the networking environment of IOT should 
be built. The role of IP for the Internet is significant and is 
proposed as the solution for IOT, especially with the 
advancement of IPv6. However, in real world, this approach 
has lot of challenges and drawbacks related to heterogeneity 
of the devices and networks involved in IOT.  
 These objects and their protocols follow specific designs to 
meet specific user objectives. Trying to fit all these diversities 
of the objects into a common singular protocol is not a good 
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option.  
On the other hand, the Software Defined Networking 

(SDN) approach focuses on the programmability of all 
network elements. In this process, the control and data plane 
are separated in routing devices whereby the intermediate 
network devices functionality has been simplified to mere 
packet forwarding. A general control plane defines the 
forwarding rules for these simplified intermediate devices.  
  

SDN ensures a promising future for IOT in terms of its 
feasible real world adaptation.   

  

B. Security challenges in IOT  
  

Due to the heterogeneity and complexity of the objects and 
networks in IOT, traditional authentication and authorization 
methods may not be applicable. Also the resource 
constrained devices in IOT restrict the usage of complex 
security mechanism. Some of the security challenges in the 
area of IOT are discussed.  
  
a. Object Identification  
  
The object identification is a challenging area in IOT. The 
Domain Name System (DNS) provides name translation 
services to Internet users which are vulnerable to attacks, like 
DNS cache poisoning attack, man-in-the-middle attack. 
Domain Name Service Security Extension (DNSSEC) as per 
IETF RFC4033 is deployed as the security extensions of DNS. 
But it is still challenging to deploy DNSSEC in IOT due to its 
high communication overhead.  
  
b. Privacy and Integrity  
  
Data sensed by various physical nodes in IOT needs to be 
collected and anonymized. Encryption and decryption of the 
data needs to be performed. The resource constrained devices 
like sensor nodes in IOT are incapable to perform such 
complex security cryptographic operations creating loopholes 
in data privacy and integrity.  
  
c. Authentication and Authorization  
  
The traditional public-key cryptosystems cannot fit in IOT 
ecosystem. Authenticating and authorization through 
cryptographically pre-shared keys is not applicable. The 
rapidly growing number of objects will make the key 
management a difficult task in IOT. Lack of a global 
certification authority CA in the IOT is the main hindrance. 
The cryptographic algorithms are normally heavy and 
require huge memory prints restricting their usage in 
memory constrained devices in IOT.  
  
d. Malware in IOT  
  

The real time scanning performed by antivirus software is a 
great overhead in IOT devices. Recently, Symantec confirmed 
the existence of the first IOT malware, Linux, Darlloz, which 
marked the introduction of malware issue for IOT security. 
The real-time scanning functionality of antivirus may results 
in unaffordable overhead to IOT devices. Threat via malware 
in IOT is an area of great challenge and is an open research 
area.  

III. SOFTWARE DEFINED 
NETWORKING (SDN)  

In today’s world of dynamic requirements, the network state 
changes continuously and gets updated as per the changing 
need of the end customers. Network administrators and 
operators need to adjust network configuration accordingly. 
Traditional routers and switches have both control (makes 
decision related to traffic management) and data plane 
(actual mechanism for routing traffic to destinations) in one 
device. So, these devices become slow, expensive, inflexible, 
non-scalable and sticky. Operators employ external tools, 
network scripts to dynamically reconfigure these network 
devices. This leads to miss-configuration errors. Software 
Defined Networking SDN was proposed to solve these 
problems which conventional network control paradigms 
faced.   

Open Networking Foundation (ONF) is an 
organization dedicated to the promotion and adoption of 
SDN through open standards development.SDN is an 
intelligent architecture for network programmability by 
providing network abstraction. It decouples the control plane 
from the data plane, to provide programmability to the 
network.   

As shown in Fig 1, SDN moves the control plane 
outside the switches. It enables an external centralized control 
of data through a logical software entity known as the SDN 
controller. SDN decouples software from hardware.SDN 
centralizes network state in the control layer. This makes the 
network management, provisioning, configuration, resource 
optimization and network security flexible using automated 
SDN programs. SDN architecture includes a set of API 
(Application Programming Interface) that supports the 
implementation of common network services like device 
discovery, address allocation and mapping, security, routing, 
access control, bandwidth allocation and resource 
optimization, energy usage management, storage support, 
QOS and other business related services.  
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Fig1. SDN concept  

  
As per SDN paradigm, the SDN controller establishes 
connection to the switch through Open Flow Protocol. The 
control plane is executed on individual off-the-rack 
equipment like PC and is also known as Open Flow  
Controller as shown in Fig 2.  
 Controller can update, add/delete the flow entries in the 
flow table either reactively in response to packets or 
proactively using predefined rules. The controller interface 
can be executed on any vendor hardware and operating 
system with high performance. The data plane is executed on 
dumb (no Layer2, Layer3 intelligence), powerful switches 
known as Open Flow Switch to forward data at line rate. The 
topology can have a single SDN controller managing one or 
more switches, or a single switch controlled by multiple 
controllers.  
SDN OpenFlow provides northbound interface which is the 
high level interaction between controller and network 
application/services. The southbound interface is the lower 
layer interactions between controller and devices such as 
switches.  

  

  
  

Fig 2. SDN capable Switch  
  

Currently, SDN is employed in DCN  to gather  bandwidth 
consumption data from nodes connected with fast network 
within the datacenter. The statistics collected includes link 

utilization also.  
In IOT controller needs to gather state information from 
highly heterogeneous network and distributed network.IOT 
traffic data will be time sensitive and real time data. There 
should be provision to reduce collection overhead. Delay, 
jitter, packet loss, throughput are the statistics collected in 
IOT unlike DCN.  

IV. IOT BASED ON SDN  

As discussed in previous section, currently the SDN can be 
used as an overlay for IOT adaptation into the real world. 
The  Fig 3 discusses architecture for IOT based on SDN. Any 
object in IOT can inter connect with any other object via the 
SDN capable network as shown in figure3. Each IOT device 
has an IOT agent which interacts with IOT controller.   
  
IOT agent is responsible to sense, analyze and collect the 
data from the environment to achieve the user objectives. All 
the IOT agents needs to be registered with the IOT controller 
with the details like its object identifier, address, 
communicating network protocol and underlying network.   
  
IOT controller will take the necessary decisions based on the 
data provided to it by the IOT agents. These decisions are 
reflected to the underlying physical network via the SDN 
controller. IOT controller on receiving the connection request 
from its IOT agent will build the forwarding rules depending 
on the networking protocols used, and communicate these 
rules to the SDN controller.  

Once the IOT controller receives the destination 
objects’ address or identifier, it needs to find it in the 
network. This is easy because IOT agents will be registered 
with the IOT controller and they provide their corresponding 
identifier or address.  

  
SDN controller establishes the network path that connects 
both objects by running a routing algorithm with topology 
information from both IOT and SDN levels.   

  

  
Fig 3. SDN based IOT Architecture  
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V. RELATED WORK  
The SDN controller can not only mange the IOT 
heterogeneous network but can also monitor the incoming 
and outgoing traffic. SDN controller can efficiently secure the 
IOT network from inside and outside attack.  
Much research work has been done to provide security by 
implementing firewalls, IPS and IDS on top of the SDN 
controller . Security policies are installed into OpenFlow 
switches . However, authenticating network devices, users 
and objects connecting to users using both heterogeneous 
technologies in IOT is not yet at place.  
  
Solution using one single SDN controller: 
Security frameworks based on a single SDN controlled are 
discussed in previous works . Denial of service (DOS) attack 
can occur at the SDN controller which is the single point of 
failure. If an internal attack occurs and compromises the SDN 
controller, then full control over the network can be taken.   
  
Solution using multiple SDN controllers: In  it is 
observed that multiple controllers can increase 
trustworthiness and fault tolerance. When one of the SDN 
controllers fails, another controller can take control to 
overcome system failures. But there is decrease in network 
performance with multiple controllers. Since each controller 
has a partial view of the network, controllers need to 
collaborate with each other and exchange information 
creating overhead.  

VI. PROPOSED SECURITY 
FRAMEWORK  

IOT compromises of many resource constrained devices like 
sensor nodes. Hence it is not possible that each device is SDN 
capable. However, each IOT device will have an IOT  
  

agent and IOT controller as discussed in section . We assume 
that such resource constrained device can be associated to 
one neighbor node which is SDN capable.   
We segment the heterogeneous network of IOT into various 
segments as shown in Fig 4. In each segment there will be 
resource constrained devices like senor nodes, mobile nodes, 
smart object etc. Also there will be devices which have 
enough resources and are SDN capable. These are OpenFlow 
capable nodes. These resource constrained nodes needs to be 
associated with OpenFlow capable nodes in their segment. 
Each segment has its SDN controller which controls all the 
traffic in that segment. These Open Flow capable nodes must 
be connected to its segment’s SDN controller.  
The job of the SDN controller in each segment is to 
authenticate the network devices. After successful 
establishment of Open Flow secure connection between the 
switch and the controller, the controller blocks switch ports 
directly connected to the users. Once the user is 
authenticated, based on user authorization level the SDN 
controller will enable the corresponding flow entries to the 

switch.  
  

  
Fig 4. SDN Segment and security mechanism  

  
Each controller of each segment exchanges their security 
rules. SDN controllers now behave as security guards on the 
edge of the network segment. An SDN controller provisions 
safety connections between segments and accepts only 
authorized traffic. When a node wants to communicate with 
another node of another segment, the flow has to be 
forwarded to the SDN Controller, also called the Gateway 
Controller. The Gateway controller sends request to each of 
its neighbor Gateway controller to check if it knows the 
destination address of this data. Only services authorized by 
controller can be used for endpoint devices.  
For example, a File Transfer channel has to be established by 
one device to another. So device will request its SDN 
controller in its segment to authenticate its user request and 
corresponding traffic. Once authorized, the SDN controller 
establishes the flow entries and sends the traffic to the 
Gateway controller. The Gateway controller then sends 
request to its neighboring controllers to determine if the 
destination address exit in their respective segments.   
The destination Gateway Controller carries of the same 
authentication procedure in its destination device 
segment.Only the authorized devices can communicate with 
the Gateway controller at destination segment. If the 
intended recipient is not present, then appropriate response 
is sent back to the source Gateway Controller.  
Thus SDN based IOT architecture can be employed to 
establish security frameworks. The traditional heavy 
cryptographic techniques are not required to be installed on 
resource constrained devices in IOT. Instead SDN controllers 
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can play a vital role in ensuring the security. In a distributed 
environment, the Gateway Controllers will ensure the 
authorization and enforce security.   

  

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK  
The scope of SDN in IOT to provide solution for various 
challenges is discussed. The various security issues in IOT are 
analyzed. A framework to improve the security in IOT based 
on SDN architecture has been proposed.  
In future, the proposed framework will be implemented and 
its security effectiveness will be measured. The DOS attack 
would be simulated in the IOT and the efficiency of the 
proposed framework to prevent DOS attack would be 
computed.  
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